BILLIE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BY HEAVEN 11

An Integrated With
An Analog Heart
And A Silicon Soul
[NOTE: this is a translation of the original french article, available here: http:bit.ly/h11tedfr]

The Billie integrated amp, presented here,
appears as a revelation both aesthetically
and acoustically. It’s an integrated, you will
say, one more in the forest of amplification
devices. Yes, it’s true, the integrated ones
are numerous, but this one has something
really special. Initially, it’s a start-up launched
by Itai Azerad, president of Heaven 11, with
an unusual technological pairing -a tube
preamp combined to an ICEpower class
D amp. Everything will be manufactured in
Montreal and its surroundings, and when we
say manufactured, we mean made and as-

sembled by hand. Then, stipulated by the
product specs, it will be necessary that this
resulting association of an analog heart and
a silicone core, has the possibility of reading
dematerialized media i.e. Bluetooth, and another, strongly materialized medium -vinyl.
The first surprise when one unpacks Heaven 11’s Billie
is the reversed principle of the box. Indeed, the receiving
part of all the electronics is located in the thickest part
of the frame, consisting of an aluminum profile of 6 to 9
millimeters, which is at the same time a huge heatsink.
The thinner bottom is made of folded metal and highlights
the superior aluminum profile, which will define Billie’s undisputed signature. Added to this are the two prominent
tubes and volume and source controls made of solid ex-

otic wood which, thanks to the natural grain of the wood,
endows each appliance with a unique character. The upper part of the model at my disposal is in brushed aluminum, while the underside is lacquered white. Very classy.
Billie is available in a variety of colors, with the possibility of a refined blend of top and bottom, all of which are
very elegant. On the technical side, the Billie integrated
is comprised of preamp tubes -2 x ECC99, and a stereophonic ICEpower module delivering 2 x 60W/8Ω and
2 x 120W/4Ω. The phono circuit offers the possibility of
using moving magnet (MM) cartridges. There are 5 inputs
on the Billie, 3 analog RCA inputs and 2 SPDIF optical inputs. The DAC is built around an ESS 9018K2M.
Added to this is the possibility of wireless aptX lossless
Bluetooth/AAC/A2DP and the possibility of a preamp
output. The internal and external connectors look solid and the mechanical parts are rationally arrayed.

knob slightly to access the warm-up of the tubes and
their entry into action. All this results in a regular blinking
of the tubes, which stops when the preheating is optimal. Both tubes are nicely lit from below, which adds
appeal to Billie. Discrete slots are installed on the front
part and will illuminate according to the selected input.
The positioning of the micro-LEDs follows the order
of the backpanel inputs. Here, the name of the inputs
has not been engraved. We will call on our memory
which will be replaced very quickly by habit. The volume knob has a large flat surface that aligns perfectly
with the top of the Billie. This cleverly indicates the
standby mark. A headphone jack completes the front,
allowing you to listen to music more discreetly. An independent integrated circuit powers this intimate listening
mode. With your phone, you can send your favorite
dematerialized music. The Bluetooth pairing process is
simple and makes the device even more appealing.

As for manipulations, they’re highly pleasurable with a
few touches of common sense in the commands that
will charm and make the experience unique. Once the
main switch, located at the back, is rocked, three blinks
of the tubes signal the start. Then, nothing happens, the
device is now in sleep mode. You must turn the volume

Setting Up
Setting up consists of installing Billie into my usual
system. Typically, all my sources will be connected. In
terms of speakers, I finally opted for a pair with a good
sensitivity, 93 dB, but the results were equally satisfactory from smaller 89 dB monitors. I followed the Billie

presentation on Facebook and I could see images of
the integrated with a variety of speakers, from traditional drivers to electrostats and broadband ribbon panels.
Publicity stunt will you say? Not exactly, since they were
actually photos of the first Billie owners who paired their
devices with their own speakers! But a good publicity
stunt all the same, proving that the Billie integrated sings,
regardless of the type of speaker technology chosen.
Listening
It’s only after 30 minutes of warm-up and more, that Billie
shows her true ability. No wonder, as this is valid on most
devices, but between this particular combination of tube
preamp technology and the class D power amp, the
difference is glaring. I chose the following listening order:
analog (the Technics C1500 turntable, presented in this
same issue and whose price is substantially equivalent to

Another vinyl album, another genre
and not the least, Black Sabbath.
Exceptional sound recording, majestic guitar riffs, perfectly unhinged
bass and, of course, the very natural
presence of Ozzy Osborne’s voice.
Everything flows perfectly in my
speakers, it is clear and pleasant.

Billie, will be used), compact discs and streaming. I start
with classical music first and it’s Geminiani’s Enchanted
Forest that opens the vinyl session. Francesco Geminiani is a violin virtuoso of the Baroque period (around
1700) and I quite appreciate the violin. But I have a little
mischievous side that forces me to confess that the
violin is a particularly difficult instrument to reproduce,
that’s why I chose it from the outset. I have, of course,
experienced extraordinary moments of music with tube
equipment, and I must say that I find here, the musical
characteristic of tubes in the preamplification. The attacks
of the instrument are clear and frank and the musical follow-up is very pleasant, with a silky side, characteristic of
tubes. Then, my disc of Elek Bacsik and its exceptional
recording dating back to 1962. Apart from the double
bass, which makes this recording perfectible, the guitar
is remarkably accurate. The beautiful reverb created by
the sound engineer gives the instrument scale and, by

the same token, accentuates the size of
the soundstage. The integrated Billie is
not fooled and renders this artificial scale
well. The exaggerated stereophonic
effects appear to be true, that is to say
typical of the sound recording of the time
when one instrument was recorded on
the left channel and another on the right.
The others are diffuse and without a
precise position. That’s exactly what you
hear on Elek Bacsik’s record and that’s
exactly what Billie lets us to hear. Another vinyl album, another genre and not the
least, Black Sabbath. Exceptional sound
recording, majestic guitar riffs, perfectly
unhinged bass and, of course, the very
natural presence of Ozzy Osborne’s
voice. Everything flows perfectly in my
speakers, it is clear and pleasant. For
the digital part, it is track 9 of Hadouk
Trio’s Air Hadouk which opens the
procession. The piece begins with a solo
Duduk (the Duduk is an Armenian oboe)
which requires a quality reproduction
system to transmit its finest subtleties. A
hard test for an audio device. And how
is Billie behaving? Surprisingly very well.
The instrument seems very real, even
when the accompaniment joins the solo
musician. Billie excels at the nuanced
transcription of this World Jazz CD. Fans
of this kind of music will be thrilled.
Impossible not to use an Aliavox SACD
to listen to Jordi Savall and the voice
of Montserrat Figueras. Everything
comes together in this work to experience the pleasures of music, with a

sound that touches perfection. Billie
has just to behave! And she behaves
very well, easily indicating the size of the
room where the recording took place,
and not letting us believe in some tricks
during the sound recording. I instantly notice the great beauty of the voice
thanks to the unique warmth of the

tubes. Beautiful transmission by Billie
of this timeless masterpiece of music.
Then follows different musical selections, with contrasting styles. Versatility is required, because today, if we
can choose a multitude of music, in

all genres, it is imperative that our electronics are not
intimidated by any particular type of music. Billie in
this respect, adapts perfectly to the reproduction of
all styles, from the simplest to the most complex.
Conclusion
The Heaven 11 Billie is undeniably very attractive. Aesthetically, I said it, but also musically. It has a nice sonorous homogeneity that denies the ugly reputation we
have made of class D amps. Class D has suffered from
a lot of prejudices and it’s probably thanks to particu-

larly successful applications and associations -like this
one by Heaven 11- that this technology will, finally get
its acclaim. But as you surely know, prejudices die hard.
After a few weeks using this integrated, the adoption is
easy and I tell myself that I could experience my music
with this newcomer. I insist that we cannot say class D is
bad if we’re not in the presence of a true design success.
Billie, well balanced between her tube preamplifier - her
analog heart, and the power part in class D - her silicone
soul, fed by quality audio sources and connected to well
selected speakers, will give a lot of satisfaction. Thanks
to its undeniable musical versatility and its singular looks,
Billie appears to me as a special case in the little too
conventional audio landscape. A landscape in which it fits
perfectly, because it deserves to be paid a particular attention. Congratulations to the designer and all those who
have, from near or far, participated in its development.
Anticipated congratulations, too, to the future buyers who
will have overcome two prejudices, the first of class D and
the second of a local product newly put on the market.

General Information
Price: CAD$1950
Warantee: 5 years, parts & labour
Manufacturer: Heaven 11,
itai@heaven11audio.com, heaven11audio.com
Recorded Media
Analog Sources
Geminiani, the Enchanted Forest, CBC Enterprises, SM5017
Elek Bacsik, The Electric Guitar of, Fontana, 885.541 MY
Black Sabbath, Black Sabbath, Vertigo, 847 903 VTY
Digital Sources
Hadouk Trio, Air Hadouk
M. Figueras - J. Savall, El Cant de la Sibil-la,
Aliavox, SACD, AVSA9879

